Send a correspondence to the Programs Coordinator for:

- Restorative Justice Organization (RJO)—must have completed ICVC
- Color-Me Coloring Books
- Pop Tabs
- KidSmart Crafts with Conviction—to be placed on the waiting list
- RJ Garden Project (per medical approval)—to be placed on a waiting list for next growing season
- Pathways to Change
- Anger Management
- Inside Out Dads
- Impact of Crime on Victims Class (ICVC)

Submit a Medical Services Request (MSR) to be placed on a waiting list for these programs. Completed MSR’s should be placed in the MSR box located in the front of Food Service:

- Adjustment to Incarceration
- Anger Management
- Dealing with Feelings
- Cognitive Behavior
- Depression
- Medication Management

Send a correspondence to the Institutional Activity Coordinator (IAC) for:

- Association to Vietnam Veterans of America (AVVA)/Vietnam Veterans of America (VVA)—must pay dues
- Puppies for Parole (P4P) Organization—must be an approved New Leash on Life dog handler/trainer, or left in good standing—this will be verified
- Alcoholics Anonymous (AA)
- Narcotics Anonymous/Alcoholics Anonymous (NA/AA)
- GED—to be placed on waiting list
- Employment Skills/Life Skills (ES/LS)—to be placed on waiting list
- National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) —must pay dues

Send a correspondence to the New Leash on Life (NLOL) Program Coordinator:

- To request a CRCC NLOL Offender Participant Application.
Puppies for Parole (P4P) Organization
New Leash on Life is the CRCC training program for dogs that may have otherwise been euthanized at a local shelter. Offenders are trained to care for and teach the dogs basic commands. The dogs are listed on the Puppies for Parole web site for adoption. This organization sells t-shirts that benefits the CRCC New Leash on Life Fund along with the Central Office Puppies for Parole Fund. The group meets once a month.

National Association for the Advancement of Colored Peoples (NAACP) - Branch 4403 is an organization that meets to improve the political, educational, and economical status of minorities; to eliminate racial prejudice; to keep the public aware of the adverse effects of racial discrimination; and to take lawful action to secure its elimination. The group meets once a month. There is a $10.00 annual due for membership.

Making a Difference-Restorative Justice Organization is a community service organization that helps offenders give back to the community as a whole, and begin the changes in their lives that will allow them to live productively without committing crimes again. The group meets once a month. There is a $3.00 annual due for membership.

Association to Vietnam Veterans of America/Vietnam Veterans of America (VVA) - Chapter 848 is an organization that meets to foster, encourage, and promote the improvement of conditions of incarcerated and non-incarcerated Vietnam and other veterans. There is a $3.00 annual due for membership. The group meets once a month.

Impact of Crime on Victims Class (ICVC) is an offender group setting with offender facilitators. The class is designed to allow the criminal to see the impact of their crimes on victims. There are 10 chapters ranging from Elder Abuse to Drug Use to Murder. The class is a 40-hour event meeting twice a week for five weeks. There is certificate of completion.

Pathways to Change is a Case Manager led class that covers many of the alternatives to making decisions in life, discovering your personality traits, etc. The class is a 12-week event. There is certificate of completion.

Inside Out Dads is a VIC led class where offenders can learn how to maintain a relationship or build a better relationship with their child(ren) while incarcerated and after release. The class meets depending on scheduling.

Color-Me Coloring Books is a community service project under the Making a Difference-Restorative Justice Organization. Offenders use their own paper to make the coloring books by tracing from templates provided. To turn in coloring books send a correspondence to the Programs Coordinator. The coloring books are then donated to the visiting room, schools, the Ronald McDonald House, and other local and neighboring shelters or organizations.

KidSmart Crafts with Conviction is a community service program that provides teachers with education materials that otherwise might not be affordable. Offenders receive a packet with the necessary materials to finish things like Flash Cards, Word Cards, States and Capitals, Multiplication Tables, etc.

GED Class is a volunteer led academic class that assists offenders in achieving their General Equivalency Diploma (GED). There is a waiting list for the class; however, offenders may study on their own, and request to take the test when the other students do so.

Pop Tabs can be collected for Restorative Justice hours. To turn in pop tabs send a correspondence to the Programs Coordinator. The tabs are donated to McDonalds for the Ronald McDonalds charities.

Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) is a VIC led group for the offenders wishing to maintain their sobriety.

Narcotics Anonymous/Alcoholics Anonymous (NA/AA) is a VIC led group for the offenders wishing to maintain their sobriety.